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Learn to make beautiful punch needle hooked rugs with veteran instructor Amy Oxford. A complete

"how to" photo essay walks you through every stage of rug making. Never dry, Oxford entertains as

she teaches. A question and answer section, fascinating interviews with professional punch needle

rug hookers, a look into the origins of the punch needle technique, and exciting photographs of work

from some of the field's most innovative and inspired craftspeople make this book a must for any

textile lover. A gallery of more than 140 rugs, pillows, chair pads, and stair runners shown in full

color will inspire your original designs.
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Amy Oxford is the founder of Red Clover Rugs, a punch needle rug hooking store and mail order

business located in Cheshire, Oregon. She is the inventor of The Oxford Punch Needle, has her

work in collections nationwide, and has been licensed by The Shelburne Museum in Vermont to

make adaptations of their antique rugs. Amy lives with her family in Cornwall, Vermont.

Very nice book well done. However it was over my head. I am a beginner and was hoping for a

simple project instead another book loaded with rules and no room for a greenhouse like me. So I

will rely on YouTube. ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚ËœÃ‚â€¢

This book has clear and concise instruction for Oxford punch type rug making (punching rather than

hooking). Ms. Oxford has even anticipated some questions I'd have had and walked us novices



through a small project from beginning to end. There are lots of photos of the projects of others for

inspiration. I'd seen a copy of this book belonging to a friend and am happy to have my own. I

heartily recommend it.

Excellent "how-to" for those interested in learning Punch Needle Rug Hooking. Also good review of

history of accomplished punch needle rug artists. All-in-all, a great reference for the libraries of rug

hookers and punch needle enthusiasts.

Wonderful Book, I would advise anyone who wants to learn punch needle techniques to to purchase

this book; So happy with this purchase!

I found this book to help me tremendously as I am a beginner rug hooker. A lot of history and great

pictures.

Excellent book that contains a history of punch needle; directions on how to do punch needle and a

review of equipment needed. The writing is clear and concise with all that is needed to start the

punch needle.

Fun to read; very easy to follow instructions with good pictures and drawings. I'm really glad I got it

and would recommend it to all.

It explains the methods of this craft very well and I have a good basic knowledge now. I will use it as

a basic reference.
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